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AND DRIVE
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R I C H  &  T E X T U R A L

B O L D  &  O A K Y

L E A N  &  M I N E R A L

S O F T  &  F R U I T Y

CHARDONNAY 
STYLES

M E D I U M - S W E E T

M E D I U M - D RY

S W E E T

D RY

PINOT GRIS
& RIESLING 

STYLES

L O C AT I O N S
A U C K L A N D  
VICTORIA PARK 
118 Wel lesley St  West 
308 8346 

HERNE BAY 
54 Jer vois Rd 
378 8555 

PONSONBY 
139 Ponsonby Rd 
378 8252 

PARNELL 
164 Parnel l  Rd 
358 1333

KHYBER PASS 
409 Khyber Pass Rd
529 27 7 7

BASSE T T RD |  REMUERA
154 Remuera Rd 
524 6666

DOMINION RD 
250 Dominion Rd 
623 0811 

MT EDEN VILL AGE 
417 Mt Eden Rd 
638 9780

TAKAPUNA 
Cnr Hurstmere Rd & Ki l larney St 
486 17 70 

DE VONPORT 
Cnr Clarence St  & Wynyard St 
445 2989

KINGSL AND
420 New Nor th Rd 
815 9207

WESTMERE
164 Garnet Rd
360 4035

ELLERSLIE
87 Main Highway 
57 1 2567

GRE Y LYNN
23 Wil l iamson Ave
(Cnr Wil l iamson & Scanlan)
953 3310

W E L L I N G T O N  
THORNDON
53 Hutt  Rd
473 1637 

KELBURN 
85 Upland Rd 
475 7849

D I D A' S  
DIDA’S WINE LOUNGE
54-60 Jer vois Rd HERNE BAY
376 2813

S E RV I C E S
DELIVERY
National and International
GIF T PACKS
For all occasions
FUNCTIONS
We cater for it all
SALE AND RE TURN
By arrangement
GL ASSWARE LOAN/HIRE
Wine, Beer, Spirits
ADVICE
On everything wine related
MONTHLY OFFERS
Hot and exclusive!
FUN AND EDUCATION
We’re known for it .  It ’s fun
CLICK & COLLECT
It ’s so convenient. Join us

S A L E S  E N Q U I R I E S  |  F R E E P H O N E  0 8 0 0  7 3 3  5 0 5  |  E M A I L  S A L E S @ G L E N G A R R Y. C O . N Z

Ah, Christmas. The time when everyone comes piling through our  
doors. Some of you even bring your cars (please don't). With the shift in 
temperature, white wines are coming into their own once more, and the 
big cheese in the room is the resurgent Chardonnay (speaking of cheese, 
Chardonnay partners brilliantly with a wide array of them). 

Chardonnay's spiritual starting point is Burgundy, but this versatile grape 
makes itself at home within a broad assortment of global locales. Its ability 
to successfully champion a variety of styles – from lean and mineral to fat 
and buttery – makes it a favourite of winemakers everywhere. To that end, 
we've assembled a great selection of Chardonnays with a range of styles to 
suit all tastes and prices to suit all wallets.

We're still covering the reds; sometimes you just can't beat a good Pinot 
Noir or Bordeaux with dinner. Sweet wines, organics, case offers, mini 
sparklers, non-alcoholic options, gin, cocktail kits, gift vouchers – it's all 
here, adding further clout to our current swag of fab festive offerings.

Anyway, please take care of yourselves as you enjoy your highly-deserved 
breaks and adventures out in the world. There has been a lot to deal with 
for all of us, and while the drama may not be quite over yet, make sure to 
take some time with family, with friends, and with yourself.  

Celebrate life. All the best for 2023.

Aroha Jakicevich
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11629

PASK INSTINCT
LIQUID GOLD  CHARDONNAY

2018 | $16.99
CASE/6 $14.99/BOTTLE

Lively, fruit-driven, easy-drinking 
Chardonnay. Juicy stonefruit  
flavours are complemented by a 
dash of fresh pineapple. Hints of 
oak and delicate spiced notes.

Great value fruit-driven  
Chardonnay from the heart 

of Hawkes Bay
HAWKES BAY

12633

BROOKFIELDS
BERGMAN  CHARDONNAY

2022 | $19.99
A Kiwi classic, Peter Robertson's 
Bergman is consistently superb 
while remaining ultra-affordable. 
Rich, elegant, creamy and versatile,  
this is one of New Zealand's best- 
value Chardonnays.

This consistently superb 
classic Chardonnay delivers 

quality year after yearHAWKES BAY

15210

CHURCH ROAD
GRAND RESERVE  CHARDONNAY

2020 | $29.99
The best fruit from the best vintages. 
Fragrant aromatics of stonefruit,  
citrus and toasty oak augment lush 
fruit flavours complemented by subtle 
oak, a silky, textural mouthfeel and a 
lingering, mineral-infused finish.

Gold & trophy winner  
from an original Hawkes 

Bay winery legend
HAWKES BAY

Superb Gimblett Gravels fruit  
delivers aromatics of stonefruit and 
citrus backed with notes of marzipan 
and mineral. The palate is seamless, 
silky and beautifully textural.

10670

BABICH
GIMBLETT GRAVELS

IRONGATE  CHARDONNAY
2021 | $31.99

The Babich family have  
made their wines in NZ for over 

a century. Brilliant drinking
HAWKES BAY

Return of The Queen
Our biggest-sell ing white variety, Chardonnay has retaken its crown, and we have the good ones!

19221

TRINIT Y HILL
CHARDONNAY

2021 | $22.99

Vibrant Hawkes Bay  
stonefruit flavours on a 
rich and creamy palate

Fresh aromatic notes of stonefruit, 
grapefruit and citrus reappear on 
the rich, creamy palate, enhanced 
with notes of roasted nuts and an 
attractive flinty minerality. Try with 
rich seafood dishes or roast chicken.

HAWKES BAY
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GISBORNE

GISBORNE

GISBORNE

A creamy, textural Gisborne single 
vineyard Chardonnay threaded with 
enticing tropical fruit underpinned 
with butterscotch. Rich and elegant,  
it finishes on a cleansing citrus note.

14874

GROWERS MARK
SINGLE VINEYARD

CHARDONNAY
2019 | $18.99

A range of exciting wines  
from a group of New Zealand's 

most renowned growers

13496

MATAWHERO
CHURCH HOUSE  CHARDONNAY

2021 | $28.99
CASE/6 $26.99/BOTTLE

Classic Gisborne Chardonnay, 
the excellent vintage delivering 
quality fruit and bold flavours

Lovely barrel-fermented Chardonnay, 
the fruit sourced from Gisborne's famous 
Tietjen Vineyard. Rich stonefruit, melon 
and butterscotch characters enveloped 
in a round, luscious mouthfeel.

14 470

PASK  
GIMBLETT GRAVELS

DECLARATION  CHARDONNAY
2019 | $39.99

Pask's top-tier Declaration 
wines are outstanding.  

Rich, powerful and elegant

This rich and complex Chardonnay 
delivers sumptuous elegance and 
depth. Lush stonefruit characters are 
edged with toasty oak. A lovely wine 
with excellent aging potential.

HAWKES BAY

16619

SAM HARROP 
BRIDGE PA  CHARDONNAY

2021 | $49.99

Great Hawkes Bay vintage 
Very special vineyard  

Accomplished winemaker

Lemon, lime, mandarin and subdued 
vanilla notes combine seamlessly 
with hints of crisp green apple and a 
toasty crumble, cedar palate. Rich and 
silky, this is slightly leaner in style 
than the inaugural 2018 release.

HAWKES BAY

95

19226

TRINIT Y HILL  
GIMBLETT GRAVELS

CHARDONNAY
2021 | $36.99

CASE/6 $35.99/BOTTLE

Fresh, vibrant, superbly 
balanced and concentrated 

Gimblett Gravels fruit
HAWKES BAY

95

15894

ODYSSE Y
CHARDONNAY

2021 | $18.99

Chardonnay's spiritual  
heart lies in Gisborne and its 

sun-drenched vineyards

This boutique winery delivers a 
smooth and fruity wine offering ripe 
stonefruit, mango and citrus flavours. 
The rich, textural palate is framed 
with soft acidity, a creamy mouthfeel 
and a long, sustained finish.

Return of The Queen
Our biggest-sell ing white variety, Chardonnay has retaken its crown, and we have the good ones!

Concentrated toasty notes of peach, 
grapefruit and sweet spice. Fresh and 
vibrant thanks to the fine thread of 
natural acidity. Finishes crisp and dry.
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MARTINBOROUGH

17580

NGA WAK A
CHARDONNAY

2020 | $26.99
CASE/6 $24.99/BOTTLE

Richness, balance,  
texture: all the things critical 

for a great food wine

MARTINBOROUGH

10463

ESCARPMENT
CHARDONNAY

2020 | $36.99
Evoking Martinborough’s unique 
terroir, rich stonefruit and citrus 
characters are enhanced by a creamy, 
textural mouthfeel and fresh mineral 
notes. Less emphasis on oak, more 
restraint, higher acidity and focus.

Top quality Chardonnay  
from one of Martinborough's 

earliest and best wineries
MARLBOROUGH

13464

JULES TAYLOR
CHARDONNAY

2021 | $24.99
A creamy, textural Chardonnay with 
engaging white peach and Granny 
Smith apple characters finessed 
with hints of oak. Develops nicely in 
the mid-palate and surges through 
to a fresh citrus finish.

Delivering superb value for  
two decades, Jules Taylor is one 

of our winemaking titans 

15161

BRANCOT T ESTATE
LETTER SERIES
O  CHARDONNAY
2021 | $19.99

A tribute to Montana's original Kiwi 
classic, the Letter Series. Rich stone-
fruit and citrus notes, toasty, mealy 
nuances, a creamy, nutty mouthfeel 
and a lingering textural finish.

This fat and famous  
Kiwi classic has been a local 

mainstay for decades
MARLBOROUGH

MARLBOROUGH

17276

ALL AN  SCOT T
BLACK LABEL  CHARDONNAY

2020 | $24.99
CASE/6 $22.99/BOTTLE

An opulent wine, its lean mineral 
notes typical of the Wairau Valley. 
Lavish aromatics of stonefruit, pear 
and almond accompany an ambrosial 
mouthfeel from time spent in oak.

The Scott family's Black  
Label wines deliver a modern 

charm and sophisication

Return of The Queen
Our biggest-sell ing white variety, Chardonnay has retaken its crown, and we have the good ones!

Nga Waka do Chardonnay well. 
Vivid stonefruit flavours are under-
pinned by subtle oak, malolactic 
and barrel fermentation characters. 
Weighty and textural.
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WAIPARA VALLEY

19367

WAIPARA HILLS 
CHARDONNAY

2020 | $17.99
CASE/6 $15.99/BOTTLE

A hint of toasted almond and creamy, 
buttery nuances add flair to the lush 
white peach and nectarine characters. 
Enhanced with a lovely silky texture 
and a fresh, crisp, tasty finish.

Waipara Hills embody the 
best of Canterbury via their  
smart, rich, textural wines

CENTRAL OTAGO

16180

AK ARUA
CHARDONNAY

2019 | $28.99
CASE/6 $26.99/BOTTLE

Akarua deliver impressive  
consistency, with their wines 

some of NZ's finest

Akarua’s Chardonnay displays an 
exotic nose and stony mineral edge, 
with fine linear acidity lending 
length and focus to the pink grape-
fruit juiciness of the palate.

11165

CHARD FARM
CLOSEBURN  CHARDONNAY

2021 | $27.99
CASE/12 $25.99/BOTTLE

This stunningly sited Central  
Otago winery delivers superb 

elegance and complexity
CENTRAL OTAGO

A delicious, elegantly styled, fruit 
driven wine with a hint of yeasty 
complexity supporting the bright 
stonefruit flavours. Nicely balanced, 
it finishes on a crisp, limey note.

NSW

20925

DE BORTOLI
FAMILY SELECTION

CHARDONNAY
NV | $11.99

CASE/12 $10.99/BOTTLE

A fruit-driven wine with crisp acidity  
and great texture and balance. Subtle 
application of oak leaves the fresh 
stonefruit flavours to dominate.

This Australian winemaking  
family with Italian roots deliver 

superb value for the spend

C H A R D  FA R M

Return of The Queen
Our biggest-sell ing white variety, Chardonnay has retaken its crown, and we have the good ones!
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CHABLIS

A ripe, weighty style with a delicate 
floral tinge to the apple, citrus and 
gooseberry aromas. A bold, powerful 
palate with crisp mineral overtones.

40421

DOMAINE MOUTARD
CHABLIS

2021 | $37.99
CASE/6 $35.99/BOTTLE

Champagne stars  
Moutard also excel at the 

production of Chablis

CHABLIS

A master of his Chablisean terroir, 
winemaker Jean-Francois Bordet's 
entry-level Chablis is richly vibrant, 
with a refined palate of crisp flavours 
and fresh, tingling mineral notes.

40472

DOMAINE 
SÉGUINOT-BORDE T

PETIT CHABLIS
2021 | $29.99

The elegant Chardonnays 
of Chablis are attracting  

a legion of local fans

CHABLIS

Off 25-year-old vines, this lean, 
elegant wine is crisp and clean, with 
honeyed florals and spice, a creamy 
texture and a fresh mineral finish.

4047 7

DOMAINE 
SÉGUINOT-BORDE T

CHABLIS
2021 | $37.99

CASE/12 $35.99/BOTTLE

Superb Chablis from a 
masterful 13th generation 

winemaker

BURGUNDY

Round and generous in the mouth, 
a warmer environment encourages 
nectarine and peach flavours rather 
than the cool, crisp forms of Chablis.  

43745

DOMAINE ROMANIN
MÂCON-VILLAGES

2021 | $31.99
CASE/12 $29.99/BOTTLE

Chardonnay is the  
official white variety in 

Burgundy's wines

BURGUNDY

BURGUNDY

Five generations of expertise delivers 
an inspired blend of power & sensitivity, 
poised minerality and a hedonistic surge 
of honeysuckle, fruit and cream.

43730

DOMAINE ROMANIN
TERROIR DE FUISSÉ  

POUILLY-FUISSÉ
2020 | $37.99

CASE/12 $35.99/BOTTLE

Five generations of expertise
from Pouilly Fuissé's  

famous limestone vineyards

Return of The Queen
Our biggest-sell ing white variety, Chardonnay has retaken its crown, and we have the good ones!

42390

DOMAINE DE 
BELLENE

CLOS DE LA CHAPELLE
BOURGOGNE CHARDONNAY

2018 | $32.99
CASE/12 $30.99/BOTTLE

Smart wine from one of  
Burgundy's top winemakers

A taut style, crafted very carefully  
from excellent fruit and delivering a  
dynamic Chardonnay with a complexity 
that belies its price point. 

ARRIVING 10TH DECEMBER
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Enter taining over summer? You can' t go past 
these drink-now, great value Pinot Noir winesPinot Noir

Exceptional old vine  
Bannockburn fruit

11120

TERRA SANCTA
ESTATE  PINOT NOIR

2021 | $35.99
CASE/12 $34.99/BOTTLE

CENTRAL OTAGO

CENTRAL OTAGO

Incredible value  
and hugely popular

17 120

PEREGRINE
SADDLEBACK 

PINOT NOIR
2020 | $26.99

CASE/6 $25.99/BOTTLE

A drink-now, fruit-driven Pinot 
Noir bursting with floral notes and 
redcurrant aromas. Opulently juicy, 
with spice-edged characters of 
raspberry and wild strawberry.

WAIPARA VALLEY
19372

WAIPARA HILLS
PINOT NOIR

2021 | $19.99
CASE/6 $17.99/BOTTLE

Pinot Noir's purity and  
elegance shines through via  

a light winemaking touch

A succulent blend of sweet red 
fruits, dark cherry and red currant 
characters enhanced by subtle 
spice and cocoa notes. An appealing 
earthiness and a silky mouthfeel.

CENTRAL OTAGO 11155

CHARD FARM
RIVER RUN  PINOT NOIR

2021 | $32.99
CASE/6 $29.99/BOTTLE

The Hay family work their magic  
on Burgundy's classic red varietal 

CENTRAL OTAGO

Actor Sam Neill's Pinot  
Noir wines boast a strong and 

dedicated group of fans

19318

T WO PADDOCKS
PICNIC  PINOT NOIR

2021 | $34.99
Produced off younger vines, Sam  
Neill's early drinking organic Pinot Noir 
delivers a fragrant bouquet of violets 
and red currant. A charming palate  
of fresh cherry and plum flavours is  
embellished with a touch of spicy oak.

Akarua's drink-now Pinot  
Noir is sweetly fruited,  

seductive and affordable

187 7 1

AK ARUA
RUA  PINOT NOIR
2021 | $27.99

CASE/6 $25.99/BOTTLE

A great drink-now Pinot, seductive  
and affordable, with layers of sweet 
berry flavours, subtle savoury 
characters and a hint of spice. Soft 
tannins, a long, fruit-driven finish.

CENTRAL OTAGO

95

A blend of fruit from Cromwell Basin 
and Gibbston vineyards, this is a 
classic, early-drinking Central Otago 
style with the emphasis on ripe fruit 
flavours and supple tannins. Displays 
a sensual silkiness in the mouth.

Hand-picked grapes from the same 
Bannockburn vines that create Terra 
Sancta's rare single block wines. 
Fresh, luxuriant flavours of cherry, 
raspberry and plum surge to a long 
and silky finish.
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Seeing dinner par ties in your future? Stash a 
few of these superb Pinots in your wine rackPinot Noir

BOURGOGNE
48405

DOMAINE DE 
BELLENE

BOURGOGNE CÔTE-D'OR
2018 | $37.99

CASE/6 $35.99/BOTTLE

Fruit is from highly-rated  
estates, with many of the  

growers operating organically

Nicolas Potels's earthy, opulent 
Pinot Noir wines are superb, with 
this just the starting point in his 
impressive portfolio.

CENTRAL OTAGO

Seamless blend of plum and  
black cherry, smoky mushroom 

and lively minerality

16041

AK ARUA
PINOT NOIR

2021 | $39.99
Akarua tame their rugged Central 
Otago terroir to forge an exemplary 
Pinot Noir. All the necessary  
subtleties are present, with fruit, 
spice, chocolate and toasty oak 
crafted into a joyous whole.

43147

DOMAINE 
GROS FRÈRE  

& SOEUR
PINOT NOIR  

2019 | $52.99
CASE/12 $50.99/BOTTLE

Offering bright notes of ripe  
raspberries and strawberries, this 
is plush and delicious, with just the 
right amount of oak. A delightful  
wine and a great introduction to  
the style and quality of this  
famous Burgundian producer.

BOURGOGNE

CENTRAL OTAGO
18881

AMISFIELD
PINOT NOIR

2020 | $49.99

Dedicated organic producers 
with a strong focus on nurturing 

soils, vines and habitats

Rich, fruity and focused, with good 
depth and structure, this delivers 
vibrant red and black fruits with 
earthy dried herb and savoury notes 
in an authentic expression of classic  
Central Otago flavour.

Peregrine harness the  
unique characters of Central 

Otago to perfection 

17 129

PEREGRINE
PINOT NOIR

2020 | $46.99
Underpinned with a silky luminosity, 
Peregrine's masterful Pinot Noir  
is powerful and concentrated, the 
exquisite fruit with its charred  
cherry nuances an opulent delight.

CENTRAL OTAGO

WAIPARA HILLS

Natural, sustainable,  
low-impact winemaking

16806

PEGASUS BAY
PINOT NOIR

2020 | $52.99
CASE/6 $49.99/BOTTLE

A low-cropping regime and minimal 
intervention mean the Waipara 
terroir does the talking. Superbly 
aromatic, rich and mouthfilling, the 
softly elegant raspberry and cherry 
characters paired with fine tannins.
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The small ,  of ten family-run vineyards of Bordeaux  
known as Petits Châteaux of fer an af fordable doorway 
into the delights of this legendary wine regionBordeaux

A Cabernet-dominant  
introduction to the  

pleasures of Bordeaux

41620

CHÂTE AU NICOT 
BORDEAUX

2019 | $18.99
CASE/6 $16.99/BOTTLE

Mineral-edged notes of blackcurrant 
and raspberry embellish a supple, 
rounded palate of rich, plummy  
flavours. Traditional Bordeaux with  
a great price tag.

BORDEAUX

Merlot-dominant, with  
an abundance of generous 

red fruit flavours

42510

CHÂTE AU AIMÉE 
MÉDOC

2018 | $23.99
CASE/6 $21.99/BOTTLE

It's a delight to find a Bordeaux at this 
price that is so good. Generous red fruit 
flavours, the 40% Cabernet component 
delivering some weight and structure. 

MÉDOC

CÔTES DE BOURG

BORDEAUX
41179

CHÂTE AU BEL AIR 
BORDEAUX

2019 | $19.99
CASE/6 $17.99/BOTTLE

A soft, earthy and supple 
50-50 blend of Merlot and 

Cabernet Franc

Expansive blackberry & blackcurrant 
notes with a nutty vanillan character 
and a fruity palate. Finishes soft, 
earthy and supple. Fragrant and spicy, 
with elegant tannins and good length.

This biodynamic and  
organic producer offers  

good value drinking

49166

CHÂTE AU DONIS 
CÔTES DE BOURG
2019 | $26.99

CASE/6 $24.99/BOTTLE

A smoothly rounded blend of Merlot 
and Malbec, aromatic and smartly 
structured, with pure, deep red fruit  
flavours on a subtly savoury palate. 
Biodynamic and organically certified.

BORDEAUX
41132

CHÂTE AU 
HAUT-DOMINGUE

BORDEAUX
2016 | $16.99

CASE/6 $14.99/BOTTLE

This early-drinking,  
Merlot dominant Bordeaux  

is great value

An abundance of black fruits, a hint 
of cloves and a density that sees 
wines twice the price left wanting. 
Great value Bordeaux.

BORDEAUX

Merlot dominant, fruity,
juicy and rounded drink-now

Bordeaux

49150

CHÂTE AU 
HAUT PINGAT

BORDEAUX
2019 | $14.99

CASE/6 $12.99/BOTTLE

An early drinking style that's ready 
to enjoy now. Spicy and rounded 
with fine tannins, juicy acidity and 
plenty of blackcurrant fruitiness.



Some of the best value Bordeaux wines are craf ted 
by the Petits (small) Châteaux – earlier drinking, riper 
styles that in the great years over-deliver on quality

11

Organically certified  
and biodynamically  
managed producer

49157

CHÂTE AU MARQUISAT 
L A PÉROUSE

BORDEAUX SUPERIEUR
2019 | $26.99

CASE/6 $24.99/BOTTLE

100% Merlot, with no artificial  
additions to the winemaking. Sleekly 
smooth and plummy, with a lovely 
supple quality and great fruit purity.

BLAYE

BLAYE

CÔTES DE BOURG
40503

CHÂTE AU JONCQUE T 
CÔTES DE BOURG
2016 | $24.99

CASE/6 $22.99/BOTTLE

 90% Merlot the balance 
Cabernet Franc and Malbec. 

Silky and long

Bright, generous red and black fruit 
aromas are enhanced with a touch 
of caramel and oak. This has good 
weight and depth, with silky tannins 
and a long finish.

A boutique Bordeaux  
gem owned by the same  
family for generations

4 4101

CHÂTE AU 
CAP SAINT-MARTIN
BLAYE CÔTES DE BORDEAUX

2018 | $24.99
CASE/6 $22.99/BOTTLE

Merlot-dominant with a touch of 
Cabernet, the fruity, velvety palate 
of berry and plum embellished by 
supple tannins, a lingering finish.

Bordeaux

The second wine of high- 
flying 2nd-Growth Château 

Branaire-Ducru

4 4653

DULUC 
DE BRANAIRE-DUCRU

SAINT-JULIEN
2018 | $67.99

CASE/6 $65.99/BOTTLE

Superb concentration, generous  
fruit, lovely integration, well-formed 
tannins, a fresh and lively palate, 
exquisite length. Has it all.

SAINT-JULIEN

MÉDOC

HAUT-MÉDOC
40509

CHÂTE AU MONEINS 
HAUT-MÉDOC

2015 | $36.99
CASE/6 $34.99/BOTTLE

A 50-50 Cabernet Merlot 
blend. Full organic farming, 
natural yeasts, no sulfites

A boutique family estate with six  
hectares under organic certification 
and vines with an average age of 30 
years. Fragrant notes of cherry and red 
fruits augment a soft, supple palate.

A skilful blend of Cabernets 
Sauvignon and Franc and  

Merlot. Drink now or cellar

49159

CHÂTE AU 
SIGOGNAC

MÉDOC
2018 | $38.99

CASE/6 $36.99/BOTTLE

Medium-bodied with attractive 
savoury notes. Notes of cedar and 
black pepper, rich black berryfruit, 
a smooth body and sleek tannins.

90
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An aromatic, vibrant and elegant 
white Bordeaux made from a blend 
of Sauvignon Blanc, Sémillon and 
Sauvignon Gris. Deliciously rich, 
fresh tropical and citrus flavours.

BORDEAUX

Good entry-level  
option into the world of 

white Bordeaux

41623

CHÂTE AU 
NICOT

BORDEAUX BLANC
2021 | $20.99

Ripeness gives this wine a rich 
character. It has plenty of typical 
herbal texture, but also offers hints 
of yellow fruits and an attractive 
perfumed aftertaste.

PESSAC-LÉOGNAN

49359

DOMAINE DE 
CHE VALIER

GRAND CRU CLASSÉ
BLANC

2018 | $312.99

Superbly creamy and 
resonant. Fantastic focus

Top-tier white Bordeaux. Rich  
and creamy, with an alluring nose 
of grapefruit, white florals and 
almond. Poised, vivid, deliciously 
long, cellaring will pay dividends.

PAUILLAC

40501

CHÂTE AU 
MOUTON  

ROTHSCHILD
AILE D'ARGENT BLANC

2016 | $222.00

Gorgeously lush and fresh, 
this will cellar superbly

White Bordeaux is crafted from a blend of Semillon, Sauvignon Blanc 
and often Muscadelle, which is then aged in oak – often a lot of new 
oak, and always French of course. The wines frequently undergo  
malolactic fermentation, converting the harsh malic acids to lactic 
(think milk). While New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc has made its mark 
with its vivacious style, these Sauvignon Blanc blends are some of the 
finest expressions in the world. While brilliant on release, they also 
have the ability to age for a good many years. Here we feature a range 
in styles, including the new dry white wine from Château Suduiraut. 

WHITE BORDEAUX |

93

98

SAUTERNES

Suduiraut
C H ÂT E AU

Stretching back 1580 with their glorious Sauternes offerings, 
Château Suduiraut also do a fine line in dry white wines

Rich, fresh fruit flavours 
are augmented with  

a lovely aromatic intensity

4 4215

CHÂTE AU SUDUIRAUT
LIONS DE SUDUIRAUT  

BLANC SEC
2021 | $29.99

Lovely Semillon, Sauvignon Blanc blend  
delivering fragrant fruit and soft freshness.  
A fruity nose of bright citrus, florals and 
white fruits introduces a fresh palate of pear, 
sweet lemon and pomelo flavours. Finishes 
on a long, mineral, fruit-driven finish. 

NEW

ARRIVING 10TH DECEMBER



ITALY

4 4 421

CASTELNAU
DE SUDUIRAUT

SAUTERNES  2016
375ML | $27.00

CASE/12 $25.00/BOT TLE

Rich aromatic notes of 
spicy mandarin, apricot and 
butterscotch on a creamy, 
opulent palate, balanced 
by subtle acidity. A great 
way to tap into the lush and 
poised brilliance that is 
Sauternes.

SAUTERNES
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With its skilful fusion  
of sweetness, spice  

and balancing acidity, the  
Noble One is a classic

 62810 |  TOSTI ASTI 
 NV  |  $15.99
CASE/6 $13.99/BOTTLE    
Lush Moscato Bianco grapes from 
Piedmont's famed Asti zone. Beautifully 
scented, with a fruity, slightly sweet 
palate. Delightful low-alcohol sparkler. 

90968 |  DISZNÓKŐ
 TOKAJI ASZÚ 
6 PUTTONYOS 2015 
 500ML  |  $89.00
Energy and brightness pair here with  
remarkable power. Exotically perfumed, 
with a velvety texture and an intense 
concentration that is totally delicious.

SWEET

41949

CHÂTE AU 
LOUPIAC- 
GAUDIE T

LOUPIAC  2018
375ML | $24.99
CASE/12 $22.99/BOT TLE

The appellation of Loupiac 
sits alongside the more 
famous Sauternes, offering 
a dollar-friendly doorway 
to the sweet wines of 
Bordeaux. Just the right 
balance of crispness and 
fresh fruit.

20906

DE BORTOLI
DEEN BOTRYTIS 
SEMILLON  2017
375ML | $15.99
CASE/12 $13.99/BOT TLE

Aromatic notes of peach, 
citrus and honey. A vibrant 
mouthfeel of stonefruits, 
citrus, a twist of caramel 
and subtle oak. A touch of 
refreshing acidity delivers 
a beautifully balanced and 
lingering finish.

RIVERINA

LOUPIAC

PHOTO

HUNGARY

29300

DE BORTOLI
NOBLE ONE 

BOTRYTIS SEMILLON 
2019

375ML | $37.99
CASE/6 $35.99/BOTTLE

A delicious concentration of citrus 
and honeyed stonefruits, with 
vanilla accents from 12 months in 
French barriques. The skilful fusion 
of sweetness, spice and balancing 
acidity adds an extra layer of allure 
to an impressive offering.

RECEIVE
A PREMIUM  

CHEESE KNIFE SET
WITH EACH  

BOTTLE

RIVERINA



A SAVVY SELECTION OF  
BRILLIANT MIXED CASES FOR THE  
BACH, BEACH & BEYOND
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Mud House Sauvignon Blanc 2022 

Waipara Hills Pinot Noir 2021 

Tosti Prosecco DOC NV

Saint-Meyland Méthode Traditionnelle NV 

Puhoi Beer Pilsner 330mL Can 6-Pack 

Perrier Mineral Water 250mL Can 10-Pack

Whispering Angel Provence Rosé 2021

M de Minuty Provence Rosé 2021

Routas Provence Rosé 2021

La Mascaronne Provence Rosé 2021

Mouton Cadet Bordeaux Rosé 2020 

Bellini Provence Rosé 2020 

Waipara Hills Waipara Rosé 2021 

Rabbit Ranch Central Otago Rosé 2021

The Ned Marlborough Rosé 2021 

Babich Family Estates Organic Rosé 2022 

Jules Taylor Marlborough Rosé 2022 

Mud House Marlborough Rosé 2022 

Palacios Remondo La Vendimia 2018 

Santa Julia Organic Malbec 2021  

Georges Duboeuf Beaujolais-Villages 2020 

Mont-Redon Réserve Côtes du Rhône 2019 

Santa Julia Tintillo Malbec Bonarda 2021 

La Rose Pourpre Beaujolais 2020 

STOCK UP THE BACH

A-LIST FRENCH ROSÉS

CLASSIC KIWI ROSÉS

CHILLED LIGHT REDS

FESTIVE

Cases

52345

$125

52347

$99

52346

$169

52349

$99
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Tosti Prosecco DOC NV

Pasqua Soave Classico DOC 2021

Cecchi Chianti DOCG 2020

Illuminati Ilico Montepulciano DOC 2018 

Pasqua Lapaccio Primitivo IGT Salento 2020 

A-Mano Primitivo IGT Puglia 2019

Château Aimée Bordeaux 2018 

Château Joncquet Bordeaux 2016

Château Haut Couloumey Bordeaux 2019 

Château Les Vallées Bordeaux 2015 

Château Nicot Bordeaux 2018 

Mouton-Cadet Bordeaux Rouge 2018 

Vina Salceda Crianza 2018 

Marqués de Cáceres Crianza 2017 

Finca Nueva Vendimia 2019

Descendientes de J Palacios Petalos 2019

Palacios Remondo La Vendimia 2018 

Cepa 21 Hito 2018 

Clausthaler Non-Alc Beer 330mL 4-Pack 

Ecology & Co London Dry Alc-Free Spirit 700mL 

Seedlip Grove 42 Citrus Non-Alc Spirit 700mL 

East Imperial Grapefruit Tonic 180mL 10-Pack

Master of Mixes Lime Juice 375mL 

Perrier Mineral Water 750mL 12-Pack

A TASTE OF ITALY

BORDEAUX BARGAINS

A TASTE OF SPAIN

ALCOHOL-FREE SUMMER

FESTIVE

Cases

52351

$126

52350

$185

STOCK UP FOR YOUR  
SUMMER FORAYS INTO BEACH 
AND BARBEQUE TERRITORY

52348

$115

52352

$94
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non-alcoholic |  These are just the thing for when you're 
af ter a good time without the alcohol

94976

Carbonated Natural
MINERAL WATER

750ML | $2.99

PERRIER

9647 1

NON-ALCOHOLIC BEER
330ML | $7.99

CLAUSTHALER

98472

GROVE 42 CITRUS
DISTILLED NON-ALCOHOLIC SPIRIT

700ML | $62.99

SEEDLIP

94731

LONDON DRY
BOTANICAL BLEND

DISTILLED ALCOHOL-FREE SPIRIT 

700ML | $59.99

ECOLOGY & CO

A vivacious blend of juniper, coriander, and lemon 
offering fragrant hints of floral and pine notes, 
signing off with a refreshing finish. One hundred 
percent natural and undeniably different.

* Contains no more than 0.5% ABV



organic wines |  The green machine continues to build  
momentum. Check out these tasty options

17

WAIPARA
13817

GRE YSTONE
ORGANIC CHARDONNAY

2020 | $42.99
A Trophy at the New Zealand 
Organic Wine Awards 2021. A big 
Chardonnay with concentrated 
sweet fruit and savoury flavours. 
Brioche, cashew, lime, grapefruit 
and spicy French oak surge to a 
lengthy finish.

19160

TE WHARE RA
ORGANIC ROSÉ
2022 | $23.99

A deliciously dry rosé from Kiwi 
organic champions Te Whare Ra. 
Fresh, floral-edged strawberry 
and raspberry flavours are under-
pinned with attractive savoury 
notes and ripe, juicy acidity.

MENDOZA

90785

SANTA JULIA
ORGANIC MALBEC

2021 | $15.99
CASE/12 $13.99/BOTTLE

Crafted from certified organic  
grapes and offering classic 
Malbec aromas of violets and red 
and black fruits, this delicious 
red delivers expressive flavours, 
rounded tannins, good acidity  
and excellent drinking.

18619 |  SERESIN
RACHEL PINOT NOIR
2017  |  $4 4.99
An alluring nose of cherry, truffle 
and chocolate on a concentrated 
and full palate. A dense core of rich 
fruit is augmented by savoury spice 
and herbal notes. Silky tannins, 
good acidity, poised and powerful.

12874 |  FROMM
ORGANIC PINOT NOIR
2019  |  $29.99
The boutique Fromm make great 
wines, prioritising terroir over  
technology, quality over quantity. 
Hand-harvested organic fruit is left 
in contact with its skins, no sulphur 
added. Beautifully complex.

20941

DE BORTOLI
ORGANIC SHIRAZ

FIELD BLEND
2020 | $15.99

CASE/6 $14.99/BOTTLE

De Bortoli release  
their first organic,  

vegan-friendly Shiraz
in recycled glass

Fragrant aromas of red fruits 
and white pepper introduce 
a palate of rich red fruits and 
blackberry notes. A flavour-
some and generous wine with 
spicy hints, refined tannins and 
a clean, lingering finish.

RIVERINA

MARLBOROUGH

MARLBOROUGH

MARLBOROUGH

96

94

91
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200ML
Minimalist, mindful and supremely portable, these 200mL sparklers supply the perfect 
glassful of celebratory bubbles when an entire bottle is surplus to requirements

62812 |   TOSTI PROSECCO DOC |  200ML  |  $5.99 

85014 |   FREIXENET CORDON NEGRO CAVA |  200ML  |  $6.99 

54536 |   MIONETTO PROSECCO DOC |  200ML  |  $7.99 

29670 |   DE BORTOLI PROSECCO |  200ML  |  $8.25 

45321 |   DRAPPIER CARTE D'OR BRUT NV |  200ML  |  $23.99 

47237 |   MOËT ROSÉ |  200ML  |  $29.99

PORTABLE POPPERS
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GIN

Named after the deep, boxy sinks in Belfast, where many  
a conversation or ‘jawing’ would take place, Jawbox Gin are 
based in a country estate in Northern Ireland. Here you will 
find their distillery, the grain fields that produce their spirit 
base, and even some of the botanicals used, such as Belfast 
Black Mountain heather. In addition to their excellent London 
Dry, Jawbox make a pair of gin liqueurs: Pineapple & Ginger, 
and Rhubarb & Ginger. Both are versatile in cocktails but also 
pair deliciously with ginger ale and a wedge of lime. |  DL

ITALY

Citrus forward, floral, refreshing. 
The Pinot Grigio infusion comes 
from Sicily, the juniper from  
Tuscany. Gold medal winner at 
the New Zealand Gin Awards.

99376

PINOT GRIGIO
GIN

700ML | $59.99

GINATO

JAPAN

Gentle and softly textured. Used 
with restraint, the cherry blossom 
botanical is clearly present on the 
palate, along with notes of orange 
and mandarin. Lovely gin.

9937 7

JAPANESE
BLOSSOM GIN
700ML | $79.99

UKIYO

NEW ZEALAND

A tropical, earthy and luxurious 
twist on gin. Crisp and floral, with 
balanced citrus freshness and a 
hint of spice. Smooth and velvety 
with a sweet pineapple finish.

94214

BLACK
PREMIUM DRY GIN

700ML | $82.99

SCAPEGRACE

With the explosion of interest in gin,  
f lavoured gins are booming. Check out 
this trio of champion tasters

JAWBOX | S M A L L  BATC H  G IN

93141 |   JAWBOX BELFAST CUT
 CLASSIC DRY GIN 700ML  |  $65.99

96680 |   JAWBOX RHUBARB & GINGER
 GIN LIQUEUR 700ML  |  $49.99

96681 |  JAWBOX PINEAPPLE & GINGER 
 GIN LIQUEUR 700ML  |  $49.99

I R E L A N D



FESTIVE
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Entertaining at home? For those gatherings of two or 
more, these cocktail packs will knock it out of the park

9697 1 |  ESPRESSO MARTINI

Harpoon x Quick Brown Fox 
Espresso Martini | 375mL

Quick Brown Fox Coffee Liqueur and Harpoon 
Cold Brew have teamed up to create this 
delicious espresso martini in a bottle. Rich 
roasted coffee cold brewed by Harpoon, the 
deliciously decadent Quick Brown Fox coffee 
liqueur and a house-blended spiced rum with 
chocolate and vanilla. Each bottle contains 
three 125mL espresso martinis. All you need 
to do is chill, shake and pour.

52292 |  SCAPEGRACE MULE

Scapegrace Gin  
Master of Mixes Lime Juice  
East Imperial Ginger Beer

Pour 50mL Scapegrace Gin. Add 15mL lime juice.  
Fill with ice and shake well for 10 seconds.  
If you don’t have a shaker at home, use a jam jar. 
Strain into a tall glass (a kitchen sieve works).  
Top with Ginger Beer.

Cocktails
SPIRITS

 

$14.99
MAKES THREE  

SERVES

EQUATES TO

$5.53
PER SERVE!

g

f

THREE 
ESPRESSO
MARTINIS

IN A
BOTTLE
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52293 |  SUMMER PUNCH 

Tito's Handmade Vodka 
Hayman's London Dry Gin  
Flor de Caña Extra Seco 4-Year-Old Rum  
El Jimador Reposado Tequila  
Cointreau Liqueur 

Fill a large container or shaker with ice.  
Add equal portions of all the spirits. Stir.  
Fill your glass with Ice. Strain and pour into your 
glass until half the way up. Top with soda or cola. 
We recommend East Imperial.  
Garnish with orange, or your best cherries and 
umbrellas.

52291 |  COCONUT MARGARITA

El Jimador Reposado Tequila  
Cointreau Liqueur  
Reàl Coco Cream of Coconut  
Master of Mixes Lime Juice

Pour 50mL El Jimador Reposado Tequila  
Add 15mL lime juice, 15mL Cointreau and 
15mL Coco Reàl. If you don’t have a shaker 
at home, a jam jar works nicely.  
Fill with ice and shake well for 10 seconds. 
Strain into a Margarita glass or a wine 
glass (you can use your kitchen sieve).

EQUATES TO

$5.57
PER SERVE!

EQUATES TO

$5.45
PER SERVE!

f

g
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1 Select the box you’d like your gift in. Our wooden  
boxes are made in New Zealand from local wood. 
The black boxes are reusable and are compostable. 

Depending on your box size, now select the wine  
you’d like in your box. We’ll display the bottles  
you select in your box as you make the selections. 
 

It’s time to add the goodies: a selection of chocolate,  
chips, crackers and treats that you can add to your gift. 
As you add them, we’ll display the contents of your gift. 

Add a ribbon. Or don’t! We use eco-friendly paper  
ribbons and natural twine. As you select the ribbon  
we’ll display that on the box for you. 

The next step is the confirmation of your order. 
You’ll see the total for your gift box. 

 
Proceed through to the shopping cart, where  
you can shop as a guest or log in. 

 

 
We can send your gift directly to the recipient.  
We won’t spoil the surprise!

You will receive an order confirmation. 

At the order confirmation stage you’ll see a  
REPEAT ORDER button. Create one great gift  
and send it to multiple people!

Don’t want goodies in your box? Simply shop for the  
wine you want and add the box through the cart. 

So easy! Just go online, follow the steps through to the finish and you're done

Create Your Own Gift!



GLENGARRY CASE CLUB VOUCHERS
 
The gift that keeps on giving. Spoil your favourite person with a subscription  
to our Glengarry Case Club. Select the case that best suits your recipient:  
is it Pinot Noir, Sauvignon Blanc, sparkling wine, European, a gin subscription,  
a whisky subscription? Then again, maybe it’s craft beer!

Sometimes the best gift of all is letting them decide

Gift Vouchers

GLENGARRY WINE ACADEMY VOUCHERS 

Give the gift of learning. Over the last 35 years, the Glengarry Wine Academy  
has established itself as one of New Zealand's leading wine educators,  
used by the hospitality industry and wine enthusiasts alike. Informative, but 
never intimidating, our Wine Academy courses offer a wonderful opportunity 
for both beginners and experienced aficionados to explore this fascinating 
world. The Wine Academy has three levels: Stages 1, 2 and 3.

GLENGARRY GIFT VOUCHERS 

Glengarry $50 and $100 Gift Vouchers can be purchased  
and then redeemed either instore or online.  
Your gift voucher is sent electronically to the recipient.  
(This is, of course, ideal for those of you sending your gifts  
on the 24th of December at 10:00pm.) 

Why give someone you love/cherish/vaguely know  
a Glengarry Gift Voucher?

1.  Because the recipient enjoys a good wine,  
 and that's the only kind we have.

2.  Because you're a benign and philanthropic human being  
 beloved by those around you for your lavish generosity.  
 Must keep up the reputation.

3.  Because you don't know enough about wine and what  
 constitutes a good one. In this way, the weight of making  
 the correct choice for the recipient is completely removed  
 from your shoulders. You feel lighter already.

4.  Because it's online, and just so convenient and easy to do.  
 Science is awesome.

5.  Just because. You know what you're doing and  
 no explanations are required, thank you very much.
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We are the Gifting Gurus. Check out our full range of gift ideas
GLENGARRY GIFTS

92309 |   

DON PAPA
SMALL BATCH
RUM 700ML
700ML |  $8 4.99
Aged in American  
oak for seven years, 
and full to the brim 
with vanilla notes  
and sweet spices

96456 |   DRINKS BY THE DRAM
PREMIUM GIN COLLECTION 12x 30ML  |  $99.99

12 different 30mL wax-sealed drams of premium gin 
from some excellent producers, sure to please the most 
picky of gin aficionados

92335 |   THE BOTANIST
ISLAY DRY GIN & HIGHBALL GLASS GIFTPACK 
 700ML | $99.99

Superb sustainably  
produced gin boxed 
with a stunning  
Highball glass 
embossed with the 
names of the gin's 
botanicals

92112 |   TESSERON
XO COGNAC MINI COLLECTION 4x 50ML  | $99.00

The Tesseron family 
produce amazing 
cognacs. A small but 
perfectly-formed 
giftpack containing  
one each of Lot 29, 
Lot 53, Lot 76 and 
Lot 90. Perfect for 
fans of fine cognac

90383 |   SCAPEGRACE
PREMIUM DRY GIN CONFESSIONAL GIFTBOX 
700ML  | $8 4.99

While you're  
undoubtedly pure 
as the driven snow, 
with nothing to 
fess up to, this is 
a mighty fine Kiwi 
gin. And we swear 
it won't tell a soul 
what you say to it

94052 |   CARDRONA DISTILLERY
 ROSE RABBIT LIQUEUR TRIO GIFTPACK 
 3x 250ML  | $139.99

The wonderful Rose Rabbit 
liqueurs are produced high 
in New Zealand's Cardrona 
Valley between Wanaka 
and Queenstown. 250mL 
bottles of Orange Liqueur, 
Elderflower Liqueur and 
Butterscotch Liqueur 
presented in an attractive 
wooden case






